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Alexandre MANIN VOCALS
Baptiste GASTALDIN BASS GUITARS
Romain CHARBONNIER DRUMS
Matthieu LAFORÊT GUITARS
Laurent COUARRAZE GUITARS

Thrash-Black Metal from Grenoble, France.

Created in 2001 by Matthieu LAFORET, HELLIXXIR quickly built
their own identity by defending their songs on many local stages.
While their studio releases are eclectic - heavy, thrash, death
metal - they still follow a clear common thread from the
beginning, and have always been acclaimed and supported by the
french and foreign metal crowd and reviewers.
[HELLIXXIR "The Black Fortress" - october 2019 - Music-Records]
Matthieu Laforêt [guitars] Baptiste Gastaldin [bass guitars] Romain Charbonnier [drums]
Laurent Couarraze [guitars] Alexandre Manin [vocals]

This 3rd album talks about loss of self, ordinary madness and
absurdity of today's era expressed in a sharp and dark
Thrash-Black metal. It also refers to the band's
headquarters, an old manor house in northern Isere that has
a certain historical past, in which HELLIXXIR composed and
recorded all the songs.
[HELLIXXIR "Corrupted Harmony" - december 2011 - Symbol Muzik/Season of Mist]

Matthieu Laforêt [guitars] Camille Marquet [bass guitars & vocals] Romain Charbonnier [drums] Arnaud Loubry [guitars]

With an intimate but incisive atmosphere, "Corrupted Harmony" draws strength from a wholly visible and
pervasive darkness. The album, as an object, represents the symbolic materialization of negative personal
emotions - fear, sadness and hatred - giving this project a purposefully egocentric dimension. Lastly, this is a
tribute to Camille Marquet, singer and bass player of the band HELLIXXIR, whose sudden death sadly echoes
the very essence of "Corrupted Harmony".
[HELLIXXIR "War Within" - february 2007 - Brennus Music/Socadisc]
Matthieu Laforêt [guitars] Camille Marquet [bass guitars] Romain Charbonnier [drums] Alex Ploton [guitars] Julien Tournoud [vocals]

"War Within" is a concept album that deals with the theme of human behaviour when sick, painting a chaotic
world where each individual is contaminated by a parasite, making them unpredictable, irrational and violent.
Partially awake, Mankind questions its actions and its future, starting a true inner fight: "War Within".

[HELLIXXIR "The Cypress Forest" - june 2003 - Rybsound/Jungle Production]
Matthieu Laforêt [guitars] Julien Tournoud [vocals] Sylvain Deplette [bass guitars] Jean-Marc Combalot [guitars] Damien Mathian [drums]

This 6-titles first demo follows a particular construction: "The Cypress Forest" is a metaphor symbolising a very
destructive battle which took place during the American Civil War. It is the material expression of destruction
taking place during war, leaving only a field stained with blood and corpses.
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